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case study

Background
We don’t get many walk-ins in our 
sagle, Idaho, headquarters. so 
when Brad Newman of  Newman 
Brothers Logging came in our door 
with his equipment in hand, it was an 
interesting day for our technicians.

Brad’s a second-generation logger 
whose family has been felling trees 
in North Idaho for decades. Over the 
years, they’ve bought several encoders 
from us for their logging equipment. 

For their back country logging 
operations, Newman Brothers uses 
rugged, specialized equipment that 
has to be able to take a beating. their 
Foresteri 30 RH, made by Kesla, cuts 
down trees, delimbs them, then cuts them to length. (see 
video.)  

this week, when Brad came in, he said,  “I’ve got this log 
follower from my Kesla 30RH that needs a really small encoder. 
can you guys help us out?”

The Problem  
In this machine, the encoder is in the roller part of the 
processing arm, the log follower. (see photo at right.) that part 
rides along the log, and the encoder sends a digital pulse back 
to the controller, so the machine cuts the log at the correct 
length. 

First and foremost, it’s a tight space. the encoder would have to 
be very compact – no more than an inch in diameter. and it had 
to be rugged; the encoder would have to survive temperature 
extremes and all the elements. 

The Rugged Model 30M Fits into Tight Spaces

 The Newman Brothers’ Kesla 30RH is very similar to the 
Kesla 25RH, featured in this video

The small space for the encoder was 
about one inch in diameter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lL-pDu3aFV0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lL-pDu3aFV0 
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What’s more, the encoder would have to endure a lot of 
movement and still provide reliable signals. 

Finally, due to the need for bidirectional feedback, the 
encoder would need to offer Quadrature. and it would 
need Open collector output to match the controller’s 
requirements.

The Solution

after evaluating the machinery that Brad brought us, 
engineering technicians Joe smith and don denison 
determined that the best solution was the Model 30M 
Magnetic  Incremental Encoder Module. 

“When we were developing this product, this 
is exactly the kind of application we had in 
mind,” says Joe. “I grew up logging, and worked 
in sawmills for more than thirty years before 
training as an engineering technician and 
coming to ePc, so I knew the need for a compact, 
rugged encoder was there.”

“It was pretty obvious that the Model 30M was 
the best solution,” explains don, who also has 
experience with logging equipment. “this is a 
rugged application, and the  encoder will be 
subjected to a lot of movement, a lot of bounce, 
which is part of why the magnetic encoder 
module made sense in this application: with 
its tolerance for a large air gap and magnetic 
sensing, it can handle the movement, and still 
provide flawless feedback.”

the Model 30M also offers the option of 
Quadrature, and Open collector output.

since logging equipment is exposed to the 
elements, don recognized that the encoder 
would need strong protection.

In this application, the encoder had to:
Fit in a tight space•	
Be rugged enough to operate in backcountry •	
logging equipment
Take a lot of bounce and movement and still •	
provide reliable feedback
Survive exposure to the elements•	
Offer Quadrature for bidirectional feedback•	
Match Open Collector output•	

Key features of the Model 30M

Large air gap and tolerance to misalignment•	
up to 1024 cPR (4096 PPR with Quadrature •	
counting)
Optional 2, 4 or 8-pole commutation•	
sealing options to IP69K•	
temperature range -40° to 120° c•	
available with 8 or 16-pin Molex Header connectors, •	
or 8-pin M12 connector
easy alignment and installation•	

The Model  30M 
With sealing options to 
IP69K and a temperature 
range of -40° to 120° c, 
this compact, incremental 
encoder module offers 
advanced magnetic sensing 
and signal processing 
technology.  

http://encoder.com/products/encoder-modules/model-30m/
http://encoder.com/products/encoder-modules/model-30m/
http://encoder.com/model-30m-magnetic-incremental-encoder-module-spotlight/
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“the Model 30M’s standard temperature range is -40° to 
120° c, so that wasn’t an issue. But the encoder needed 
a good seal, because it will be outside in the rain and 
weather. so we used the 8-pin, M12 connector, which 
gave us the IP69K seal,” don explains. 

Joe was able to evaluate the installation, and 
determined that the Press In/On Magnet Holder (which 
includes a magnet) with a 0.250” bore and a 0.125” shaft 
would be the perfect fit.

“Installation was a piece of cake,” says don. (see middle 
photo, at right.) 

a few days later, Brad reported back to us that the 
“encoder is working great” and they were back in full 
operation.

Resources

to see a Kesla 25RH in action (very similar to the 
Newman Brothers’ 30RH), watch the video here. to learn 
more about ePc’s Model 30M, click here.

to learn more about magnetic encoder modules, read 
this white paper: WP-2015 When to Choose a Magnetic 
Encoder Module.

do you have a question about which encoder is right for 
your application? When you contact EPC, you can talk 
to real engineers for your toughest encoder questions. 
you’ll get the right answers that make sense for your 
application.

Our manufacturing is located in the united states, and 
ePc has some of the fastest lead times around, including 
expedite options. you could have a better encoder 
solution within days.  

With our Industry Best three year Warranty, if something 
does go wrong, we’ve got you covered.

Call EPC today to find the right encoder for your 
application.
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1. The compact log follower that needed the 
encoder for length measurement.

2. The Model 30M installed in the follower.

3. Pointing to the log follower installed back in the 
processing arm with the Model 30M inside.

http://encoder.com/model-30m-magnetic-incremental-encoder-module-spotlight/
http://web.encoder.com/white-paper-explains-when-to-use-a-magnetic-encoder-module
http://web.encoder.com/white-paper-explains-when-to-use-a-magnetic-encoder-module
http://encoder.com/sales-service/
http://encoder.com/sales-service/

